John Paul Jones made a Statement in a Battle with HMS "Serapis" on the 23 of Sept, 1779 which EXACTLY describes the Attitude of RU at this Point. The liebly and pinks have been rejoining and becoming bolder during our late Silence. Sidner has quit hiding in the wings behind stooges: Parsons, Judy, and the Mytical Pride without Prejudices", and has mixed back out on Center-Stage beating her little Mickey Mouse Drum and squeaking about "Freedom of Expression"; the ADM is forming a solid Party Phalanx to protect FACULTY Criminals as well as THE Student Criminal; and that Sterling Peer of Pornography, ol Thirty Pieces of Silver himself has branched out in an Epistle to the Public Press, in which he nurtures and protects his protege, the Art Criminal, Kurlyque.

When the Cat's away, HOW these mice do play! What do you suppose it would be like if there were no Cat? Let our enmies and those of our supporters who were faint hearted enough to consider the possibility that we had folded, take due notice and reinforce themselves against future doubts as to our vitality. No, Fellow Rebels, so long as craven and intellectually dishonest men sit in the Administrative Chairs of this Institution; so long as these soundrels conspire and confer with the enemies of America; so long as they associate, defer to, and negotiate with, Armed Criminals and Jangle Lawyers; so long as they kneel to Unlawful Force and the Threat of Violence by Usurped Authority rather than to Constitutional Statutes; so long as the liebly big, bray and whimp on the pages of our Forcibly Subsidized Local Press, and control its Editorial Policy; so long as INJUSTICE is Enthroned and Worshipped on these hallowed Grounds—for PRECISELY that long a period of time the RU will opperate on this campus.

If we have been silent, we have not been idle. We have, temporarily, been forced to neglect Immediate Tactics to favor the interest of Long-Range Strategy. A Large and Timeless Special Edition will be out soon. We have developed solid, reliable contacts in ot her schools, and forthcoming vacancies on the Staff (due to Graduation) have been filled. We staff member have also taken the liberty of using some of our time for selfish study to maintain our own GPA. It may come as a surprise to some, but the ADM has always REFUSED to credit us for our work here on RU! Unlike our forcibly subsidised "contemporary".

The action of Senator Blackwell in making a Citizen's Arrest and initiating Legal Action against the Art Criminal, Kurlyque is beyond our ability to praise. By his courageous Act, Blackwell has given all lovers of Law and Liberty increased Hope that the Cause of America is not yet Lost. Blackwell has incurred the Wrath of the Party and will undoubtedly be severely harrassed and persecuted for his Courage, but, by his example, he has SHOWN us what we CAN and MUST do when a LAWFUL opportunity to Strike the Agents of our Satanic Enemy presents itself. We ask that EVERY Student go to the Library, Sheriff's Office, City Hall, Friendly Law Student or Prof, and look up and Copy Down EXACTLY the Numbers and Text of the Criminal Statutes that Kurlyque violated. They are Secs. 2159 and 2288 of Volume 2A of the Mississippi Code of 1942. This knowledge will INSULATE you against all the whimpering libbie arguments about "rights", "freedom", "humanity", etc. INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY AND OBEDIENCE TO STATUTORY LAW IS THE PRICE OF FREEDOM. Kurlyque LIVES only because of the PROTECTION of our Laws. Hundreds of Mississippians would ALREADY killed him for his foul insults, had it NOT been that they EXPECT the Law more than they despise him.

Senator Blackwell has taken a position on a much-abused phrase which coincides with the one that we have AL WAYS taken. The Chief Libuser of this phrase, "Law and Order," has been our Pink Pulitzer Princess. Time after Time she has piously blated that "Law and Order MUST Prove It!" The sheer Deciet and Hypocrisy of the wench NOW becomes clear to ALL. When the Edit "Law" of the Party favors the Party, she is all FOR IT; but when one of the Eskimos on HER side runs afoot of the Statutory Law, she BOLPS about "Freedom"! She has...